his first three chapters to tracking its inflections in multiple versions from classical and humanist sources through Innes and Saussure to postmodern and deconstructionist icons. Symptomatically, the locution 'in other words,' with its oblique assumption of unproblematic identity in analogy, occurs with obtrusive frequency to summarize the gist of these citations, creating arrhythmic stutters in an otherwise elegant style. Both Williams's recognition of incipient dilemma and his determination to slip its massy bonds are thus implicit throughout, and surface explicitly in the justification he feels compelled to offer for his procedure: 'the novel is still the ideal genre to question the social epistemology of hypermedia and to slow their assault on nationally imagined communities ... the rise of novels increasingly concerned with media forms also suggests that the novel is a diagnostic tool that enables us to think about the social and political effects of new media.' Here any dangers implicated in assuming or asserting analogies among media undergo slippage to become refocused as an issue of appropriate 'genre,' and reformulated as a problem of analogy not among media but among diverse constellations of content within the single medium of print.
In embryo this is Williams's dilemma-fighting strategy. He necessarily accepts, because his topic requires it, McLuhan's conception that each medium has an intrinsic 'message,' a capacity to induce psychic and social change peculiar to itself; to instance, among other inductions, an idiosyncratic 'imagined nation.' Simultaneously, he must deny, or at least finesse, McLuhan's cognate principle that the content of the medium is indecorous with this message; indeed renders it opaque. Williams, in short, struggles with demons common to the print-addicted among us. As his subtitle promises, that struggle both informs and invites reflection. His methodsexploratory, tentative, even quizzical -defy summarization 'in other words' of a short review, but provide those interested in media theory and Canadian fiction with access to an intelligent mind engaged with issues crucial to their disciplines. (MICHAEL DIXON) For good or bad, the essays in this volume will not settle the question of its title. Then again, that was not the purpose, editor Laura Moss declares in her introduction. Readers are warned that 'No two contributors seem to agree on precisely what "Canada" and, more contentiously, "postcolonial" mean, or what the answers might be.' Moss recasts W.H. New's 1975 observation that 'searching for the national identity is a kind of congenital art form in Canada' and proposes that in 2003 'searching for a postcolonial identity now epitomizes such an art form.' Indeed, contributor Robert Budde provocatively asserts that this search epitomizes current academic enterprise in English literature departments across Canada. 'Postcolonial language, and the apparent mastery of that "field," is clearly a blue-chip investment in the academic world,' Budde writes. 'Postcolonial knowledge as a type of "coinage" seems to be minting valuable cultural currency in the form of a theoretical terminology, a privileged discourse in danger of being used only for its own solipsistic perpetuation.' In this sense, this volume reflects and, to a degree, extends current academic research and practice rather than anticipating or shaping its future.
Postcolonial terminology and analysis have acquired a kind of paradigmatic character out of which has emerged a proliferation of recent Canadian publications on the subject, including this volume, which brings another 'two dozen voices to the conversations already in place.' The term 'postcolonialism' has become an elastic and expanding one, and Moss gives numerous examples of its use in regard to a wide range of concerns and issues: 'cultural imperialism; emergent nationalisms with a nation and between nations; negotiating history and the process of decolonization; hierarchies of power, violence, and oppression; censorship; race and ethnicity; multiculturalism; appropriation of voice; revising the canon and "writing back" to colonial education; and Indigenous languages and "englishes" versus Standard English.' The term circulates as well in reference to work by First Nations writers, immigrant writers, non-white writers, other marginalized writers, women writers, gay writers, and writers from religious minorities. This very variety and eclecticism may render the paradigm a bit shapeless and perhaps ultimately less effective than envisioned.
Moss acknowledges that these concerns and issues pre-date literary postcolonial approaches. 'Long before the word "postcolonial" gained international currency,' she notes, Canadian critics and authors were asking questions about Canadian literature in a global context. Beyond those Moss mentions, researchers and writers in ethnic studies, Canadian studies, and other interdisciplinary studies during the 1970s and 1980s were exploring the texts and issues upon which postcolonial terminology and theoretical debate were subsequently brought to bear. At the same time, First Nations literary critique too was well on its way. It was 'looking at the words of [its own] people,' as Jeanette Armstrong phrased it in 1993, asserting the significance and relevance of First Nations critical and creative writing in the deconstruction of colonialism and the reconconstruction of a new order of culturalism beyond colonial thought and practice. This work has flourished and it would indeed have been preferable, as Moss notes in her preface, to have included more representation from First Nations -and Quebec -scholars and critics in the collection. This is a puzzling lacuna in 2003, itself unsettling given the wealth and importance of the work that has emerged from these communities.
The volume nevertheless constitutes an interesting and valuable contribution to discussions currently animating many departments of English literature in Canada, in four well-constructed parts. 'Questioning Canadian Postcolonialism' presents essays by George Elliot Clarke, Neil Besner, Diana Brydon, and Donna Palmeteer Pennee. 'Postcolonial Methodologies' are examined by Susan Gingell, Judith Leggatt, Mridula Nath Chakraborty, and Chelva Kanaganayakam. Gay: Canada's First Gay Tabloid, 1964 -1966 Homewood. 96. $15.00 Donald McLeod's new book tells the remarkable story of Canada's first gay tabloid. By doing so, he adds to our collective understanding of the crucial period before the emergence of the modern gay/lesbian liberation movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s. McLeod's deep knowledge of historical materials, gleaned in part from the extraordinary collection held at the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, has been evident in his earlier work, including that on pioneering activist James Egan. McLeod reminds us of the repressiveness of the early 1960s. Homosexual activity was still the subject of criminal sanction and uncompromising social prejudice. But he aptly points out, this was also a period in which a few positive glimpses of homosexual existence were being provided to the Canadian mainstream public, some in terms that were by the standards of their time surprisingly neutral or reformist. These openings built on fragments of visibility and political challenge that had surfaced in the decades following the Second World War in Britain, the United States, the Netherlands, and France.
McLeod points out that 1964 was particularly significant in Canada. That year saw the formation of the country's first gay-positive organization (Vancouver's Association for Social Knowledge -ASK), an important novel by Jane Rule (Desert of the Heart), and positive media stories on homosexuality in such publications as Maclean's and the Toronto Telegram. It was in this context that four Toronto men began publishing Canada's first gay periodical, selling out their first five-hundred-copy issue almost immedi-
